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Hypercycles make up a class of multidimensional graphs obtained by allowing each dimension to incorporate more than two elements and a cyclic
interconnection. Hypercycles offer simple routing and the ability, given a fixed degree, to choose among a number of graphs of varying size. These graphs
can be used in the design of interconnection networks for distributed systems tailored specifically to the topology of a particular application. We present
and prove a deadlock-preventing routing strategy for a subset of hypercycles, and a VLSI hypercycle router component which implements the deadlock-

preventing routing.

Les hypercycles forment une classe de graphes multidimensionnels qui sont obtenus en permeltant a chaque dimension d'incorporer une connexion
cyclique et plusieurs elements. Les hypercycles facilitent le routage et offrent la possibilite, pour un degre donne, de choisir parmi des graphes de
differentes tames. Ces graphes peuvent etre employes pour le design de reseaux d"interconnexions de systemes distribues, reseaux qui sont specialement
adaptes a la topologie d.une application donnee. Nous presentons cette strategie anti-impasse dans le cas de sous-ensembles d.hypercycles et en faisons la
demonstration pour un element de routage d.hypercycles en VLSI.

I. Introduction In this work, we present a deadlock-preventing routing algorithm
for certain hypercycles. This routing does not make use of virtual

Message-passing concurrent computers such as the Hypercube [1 ], channels and thus it is well suited for circuit-switching environments.

Cosmic Cube [2], MAX [3]-[4], iPSC [5] and J-Machine [6] consist of
several processing nodes that interact via messages exchanged over This work is divided into the following parts. Section II introduces
communication channels linking these nodes into one functional entity. hypercycles and discusses their properties. Section III presents a dead-

lock-preventing routing strategy for a class of hypercycles. Section IV
There are many ways of interconnecting the computational nodes; discusses the router component which has been designed and fabri-

the Hypercube, iPSC and Cosmic Cube, for example, have adopted a cated, and finally we conclude with Section V.

regular interconnection pattern corresponding to a binary n-dimen-
sional cube, while MAX adopts an unstructured topology. II. Introduction to hypercycles

Hypercycles [4]-[7] are products [8] of circulants. The circulants A. Mixed-radix number system
used range in complexity from simple rings to fully connected graphs. The mixed-radix representation [16] is a positional number repre-
Hypercycles are generalizations of many popular interconnection net- sentation, and it is a generalization of the standard b-base representa-
works. Binary n-cubes, k-ary n-cubes [9], generalized hypercubes, tion in that it allows each position to follow its own base independently

rings, toruses, etc., are examples of hypercycles. of the other.

Many properties and algorithms that have been introduced for Given a number, M, factored as M = mn X mn- I X ...X ml,

hypercubes, toruses, k-ary n-cubes, etc., can be used directly, or can be any number 0 ~ X ~ M -1 can be represented as

extended to the entire class of hypercycles [10]. This makes it possible Ito choose a topology that best suits the system requirements of a (X)mnmn-I...mt = XnXn-1 ...XI mnmn-J...mJ' where 0 ~ Xi ~ (mj -1);

specific class of applications. = 1, 2, n, and the Xi'S are chosen so that

A number of different routing policies have been introduced for a X = i x.w. and w. = M .
variety of interconnection networks. Thus, in Hypercubes, e-cube rout- i = I t , t mnmn-1 ...mi

ing [11] prevents deadlocks by ordering the resources (i.e., channels or
virtual channels) comprising a path, thereby guaranteeing that no cir-
cular dependencies exist for any paths formed. Similar approaches B. Hyperc~cles ...
have been devised for toruses and k-ary n-cubes [11]-[12], where vir- An n-dlmenstonal hypercycle IS a regular undIrected graph:

t~al chan.nels are introduced in order to br~ak any circular ~ependen- (j ,':. = {90£ ,':. , ~ ,':. } , where 90£ p is the set of nodes, ~ p is the set of
cles. A dIfferent approach to deadlock avoIdance has been Introduced m m

with the Hyperswitch [13] and the various backtracking strategies for edges, m = mn, mn- I, ..., ml (a mixed radix), p = Pn, Pn- I, ..., PI; Pj ~
hypercycles [7]. There, deadlocks are avoided by forcing a forming mJ2 (the connectivity vector), determining the connectivity in each
path to backtrack and try again. These strategies appear to have excel- dimension, ranging from a ring (Pj = 1) to fully connected

lent throughput because they tend to utilize more available paths leading (Pi =L mi /2 ~ ), and 90£,':. = { 0,1, 2, ..., M -1}. Given a, ~ E 90£,':. ,
to the destination, but they suffer from thrashing at high offered loads.

Routing complexity has been extensively studied, and lower bounds we have ( a, ~ ) E ~ ,':. if and only if there exists 1 ~ j ~ n such that
have been established for a variety of routing disciplines and graphs
by many authors. Excellent overviews can be found in [14] and [15]. ~ j = ( a j :t ~j ) mod mj with 1 ~ ~j ~ p j and ai = ~i ; i * j .
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The degree,
n

n {2Pi if2Pi<mi between source and destination is given asdis(a,b)=q= Lqj.

L ( ) ( ) j=1

d= m. , where m, .=, f I'p" f "p, We call such paths greedy paths.
1=1 m.-1 if2

p ,=m,
I I "

As an example, in Fig. l(a), both paths 011110 20 and 010010 20
n r [ m ' / 2] 1 have the same minimum length and connect source 01 to destination

and diameter, k = L l-!-- J ' of the hypercycle have been 20.

d . d .n [7] i = 1 Pi III. Deadlock-preventing routing in hypercycles
enve I.

The n-cube is a hypercycle with M = 2 x 2 x ...x 2 = 2. and = 1, .In Section II.C above, w.e .presented a routing function that es!ab-
1 1 1 p Ilshes at least one path of mInimum length from a source to a destlna-

, , ..., .tion node. In this section, we are concerned with choosing one of these

C. Routing paths. Routing m~st be efficient and deadlock-free. Deadlocks must
Hypercycles have routing properties similar to those of the n-cube. be prevent~d, a,:olded, or detected and broke~. ~eadlocks occur when

G . d ( ) d ( ") resources (In this case node-to-node communIcation channels) are allo-Iven no es a m m = a.an-1 ...a; ...at an a m m = ...I: .m.-, '1.'k ' f t " . fo d .mf .-' I .I.'o ' cated so that the completion of a partial path requires a segment already

a.a.-I al, a wa rom a o a IS rme as o ws: . f " . h . h .." I: I: I: allocated to a dl lerent partial path, w IC In turn waits lor a segment

a.an-I...a;...al,a.an-I J...al,a.a.-I 2...al,...,a.a.-I al,such . h f .. I h I . b .
hth t In t e Irst partla pat. t IS o VIOUS t at no messages can propagate

a over the deadlocked paths, and the only remedy is to break the already

established and deadlocked partial paths and try again.

(~i; +Pi )mod mi if (~-~j; )mod mi =1 ~i; ,~ I>Pi (a) Deadlock may occur easily in cases where the segments that form
the paths are chosen at random. Certain routing algorithms prevent

(~i; +1 ~j; .~ I mod pj )modmi if (~-~ji )mod mi =1 ~ji .~ I>Pi deadlocks by ordering the resources (communication channels) to be
allocated. Thus a lower-order resource cannot be committed if a needed

and I ~f .~ Imodpi ,,0 (b) higher-order resource cannot be obtained. It has been proven that the, e-cube routing [11] prevents deadlocks in the case of the hypercube.

~ji+l= (~j;-pj)modmj if (~ji-~)modmi=l~ji.~I>Pi (c) (1.1)

(~i;-I~j;.~lmodPi)modmj if (~ji-~)modmi=l~ji.~I>pj

and l~ji.~lmodpj"O (d)

~ if I ~ji .~ ISPi (e) 03

0- --
I: =a;, (1.2) .."00 0 1-- 0

0 0 0
O ,.. :

I;,max = ~. (1.3) : :
;-: ,

Equations (1.1)-(1.3) define all the minimum-Iength paths from a 0.
source to a destination in a single dimension. Parts (a) and (c) consti- : 0~ .
tute a greedy strategy where the maximum step towards the destina- : :
tion is taken. Parts (b) and (d) form alternate paths by allowing the 0

step described in part (e) to be taken earlier. Observe that there is only
one step of length smaller than the maximum, and when it is taken it is guaranteed that the remaining steps will be maximal.

Given an origin, (a)m.m.-,.,. m, = a.a. -I...aj...al, and a destination,
(~)m.m..-"., m, = 8.8. -1...8j...81, we construct distinct paths of minimum
length, connecting them by sequentially modifying the source address, a b

each time substituting an intermediate walk digit determined accord-
ing to (1.1)-(1.3) for a source digit, until the destination is formed. The 0
following walk connects source to destination:

source = a.an- 1...a3a2al, a.a. -1...a3I;,jal, a.a. -1...l\1ll;,lal

a.a. -1...1\12~laj, a.a. -1...83~lal, ...8.8. -1...838281 = destination.

If only the greedy strategy is followed, the result is a total of 5 2

I=

[ q ] =

q '
q q!, q , connecting paths of minimum 4 3

q q q n. n-I 1.n' n-1 , ...1

length, with qj being the distance along dimension i. The total distance C d

Figure 1: Examples of hypercycles: a) hypercycle (j li ; b) ILIAC IV (j ~ ; c) circulam

2. d" h ube 111
(j 7. I yperc (j 222.
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In this section, we introduce a deadlock-preventing routing for cer- Definition 3: We say that a set of source-destination pairs, (Si, Di);
tain hypercycles and prove that it is indeed deadlock-preventing. To, - 1 2 ' d dl k d .f ""1 L . 3 ' h th t I p ,. .- 1 2dh ..

I ' h ' fd d h h . hd .b 1-"...,IJ.,lseaocelvEllI,suc a E J 'I-"o t IS, we utllze t e notIon o a epen ence grap , w IC escn es , ,
interdependencies between the various communication circuits as they ..., ~, where Li and ~i are the sets of outgoIng lInks and already formed

are formed. The proof technique consists of proving that such a de- partIal paths respectIvely.
pendence graph is acyclic under all possible communication patterns. allowed by the routing chosen. In other words, a set of source-destlnatlon paIrs IS deadlocked If all

the links leading out of the formed partial paths are already contained
Definition I: Given a graph, (j, on which a circuit-switching routing is in the said partial paths.

used, we denote by Pi the partially completed path between a source, , ..,

S. and a destination D.. by [ the last node of the partial path p. and by Lemma I: If a set of source-destlnatlon paIrs, (Si, D;); 1 = 1, 2, ..., IJ.,
" , " 1 " ...

Li the set of all legal outgoing links from node li which can be used in IS deadlocked, then the correspondIng dependence graph contaIns at
order to complete the partial path to the destination Di. least one cycle.

Observe that if Li = 0, then li = Di, i.e., the path is complete, while Proof: If there are no, cycles in the de~endence. graph, then it pos-
if Pi = 0, then li = Si, and the path has not yet commenced. sesses at least one termInal node, P. If P IS a termInal node, there does

not exist a succeeding partial path connected to P, i.e., \1' I E L ~j ,
Defi.niti~n 2: With refere~ce to a graph, (j, on, which circuit-switching such that I E P, .But this contradicts Definition 3. Q.E.D.
routIng IS used, we defIne the correspondIng dependence graph, J
p = {~ x}, where ~ is the set of partially completed paths, and, ...

In order to achIeve deadlock-preventlng routIng, we Introduce
( P; , Pj) E X iff 31 E Li , such that I E Pj. asymmetry in the way each node routes messages. Take as an example

the four-node hypercycle, (j14, as depicted in Fig. 2. Node 2 can be
reached from node 0 by travelling either clockwise or counter-clock-
wise. Similarly, node 3 can be reached from node 1 by traversing the
hypercycle in two directions. If the directionality is chosen at random,

O or identically for all nodes, deadlocks can occur. For example, sup-
pose that at the same time, paths 012 and 210 are in the process of
being formed, and assume that the first has already acquired segment
01, while the latter has acquired segment 21. Both paths meet at node
1 and cyclically wait for each other ad infinitum. If, on the other hand,
the directionality alternates, deadlocks are prevented, as we shall

prove.

In a similar fashion, one can impose asymmetry in the routing for
3 1 larger graphs such as the q2s, as depicted in Fig. 3, where if nodes 0,1,

4 and 5 route on a clockwise orientation and nodes 2, 3, 6 and 7 on a
counter-clockwise orientation, deadlocks do not occur. We shall name
this type of asymmetric routing the odd/even preference routing.

Definition 4: In one-dimensional hypercycles, (jmP, where a destina-
tion can be reached through two alternate routes (i.e., when (a -8)
mod m = (8- a) mod m = I a, 8 I, where a is the source and 8 is the
destination), we define the odd/even preference routing so that in the

2 greedy mode, routes originating at source nodes with an even p-quo-
tientt proceed in the clockwise (counter-clockwise) direction, while

Figure 2: Four-node hypercycle (j14,

O t Given integers a and P. we define as the p-quotient of a the quantity L a I P-! .

6 2

4

Figure 3: Eighl-node hypercycle (j18' Figure 4: Dependence graph for (j14'
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routes originating at nodes with an odd p-quotient proceed in the maximum-length link in conjunction with the existence of two alter-
opposite direction. If a * denotes the next intermediate node, then nate paths for the cases where two maximum-length links are required,

is used to guarantee that cycles do not exist in the dependence graph.
j (a + p) mod m if La / p~ is even

a. = Theorem 4: One-dimensional hypercycles, I] mP, with m = 4p, have a
( ) d .fL / I . dd deadlock-preventing odd/even preference routing.
a + p mo m I a p-, IS o .

We are now ready to define a deadlock-preventing routing for
Example 1: To illustrate the definitions stated above, we present the multidimensional product graphs. In the generalized e-cube routing, a
dependence graph for the odd/even routing in I] 14 in Fig. 4. To make link cannot be reserved unless all the necessary links at higher dimen-
the representation of the dependence graph legible, we have omitted sions have been allocated to the path forming. Specifically, consider a
the nodes corresponding to paths 012, 103,230 and 321. These nodes start node, S = anan- 1...ar.ai...al, which is connected to node Dl =
are terminal nodes and as such do not contribute to any possible loops. anan-l...8r.ai...al through link /i and to node D2 = anan-I...ajo..8i...al
As can be verified, this dependence graph is devoid of loops, and thus through link 12. Then link 11 is considered to be a higher-dimension
the odd/even routing in I] 14 is deadlock-preventing. If arbitrary rout- link as compared to link 12, and this is denoted by 12 < /i. For example,
ing were permitted, then edges such as the one depicted by the dashed in I] 1134 (see Fig. 1), link (00,01) is of a lower dimension as compared
line in the diagram would be permitted, giving rise to loops and there- to link (00, 20), while links (00, 01) and (00, 02) are of the same
fore possible deadlocks during routing. dimension.

Theorem 1: In I] 14 the odd/even preference routing is deadlock-pre- Theorem 5: Generalized e-cube routing is deadlock-preventing on a
venting. graph that is the product of fully connected graphs.

Proof: By construction. Example 1 constructed the dependence graph Examples of graphs mentioned in Theorem 5 are the Hypercube
for I] 14 and odd/even preference routing. A full proof can be found in and the Generalized Hypercubes [16].

[17]. Q.E.D.
Theorem 6: Generalized e-cube routing is deadlock-preventing on a

In the subsequent treatment, we make use of the terms maximum- graph that is the product of graphs, each of which possesses deadlock-

length and link length. One-dimensional hypercycles can be visualized preventing routing.
as rings with chords. Thus, any node will have links connecting it to its
two immediate neighbours lying to its left and right (i.e., to nodes IV. Router implementation

(a :t 1) mod m), but also to more distant nodes through the chords
(i.e., to nodes (a :I: x) mod m, x ~ p). Links therefore can be differen- We have de~igned, implemented and tested.a hype~cycl~ router
tiated by whether or not they correspond to the chords, as well as by component that Implements the deadlock-preventlng routIng discussed
the length of the chord. in Section III. The architecture of an n-dimensional router is given in

Fig. 5. The major functional blocks of the router are:
Definition 5: The length of a link connecting nodes a and (a :I: x) 1. n modules of e-cube decoder, one for each of the n dimensions;
mod m in a one-dimensional hypercycle, I]mP, is defined to be x. 2. n modules of next port generators (NPGs);
If x = p, then such a link is called a maximum-Iength link. 3. port selector and validator.

Theorem 2: One-dimensional hypercycles, I] mP, of diameter two and The e-cube decoders and next port generators establish, in each
L m / 2 ~ < 2p have greedy routing as outlined in section II.C, which dimension, whether the odd-even preference routing is required as per
IS deadlock-preventing. Definition 4 and Theorems 1 and 4. The next port generator imple-

..ments the greedy and odd-even preference routing. Specifically, it cal-
Pro?f: ~lnce L,m / 2~ < 21?' any two-lln,k path from a source to a culates, given the destination, the address of the current node and the
de~tlnatlon consists of a maxlmum-l~ngth lInk of length p followed by topology as specified by m and p, the port that may be used to continue
a lInk of length less than p. Thus, In the dependence graph, all the the path along the dimension controlled by the next port generator in
parti,ally co~pleted ~aths, Pi, such that Pi ~ 0, ~nd Li * 0, consist of question. Notice that for each dimension i, there are 2pi edges connect-
maximum lInks, while all the requested lInks In the sets Li are not ing to neighbouring nodes in the graph. Each of these edges represents

maximum links. Thus 'v' I j E L j ~(J , such that I j E P a. Therefore, a a bidirectional communications channel. A number of ports on each
cycle cannot exist in such a dependence graph and the routing is router are used to deliver the messages to the communication media
deadlock-preventing. Q.E.D. ' used to realize the interconnect. Depending on the topology, subsets of

these ports are allocated to each dimension, and the next port genera-
Theorem 3: Fully connected graphs are deadlock-preventing. tor calculates the appropriate port to be used [18]. The set of next port

generators in the router will therefore yield one or more ports over
Proof: Since the graph is fully connected (diameter 1), all partial paths which the path may be extended towards the destination. The port
between any source-destination pair have lengths of at most one. selector and validator module is responsible for choosing one of the
Therefore, the corresponding dependence graph is devoid of cycles ports suggested by the next port generators to continue the path. Ac-
since, if (Pi, PJ is an edge in the dependence graph, Pi = 0, and thus, cording to the generalized e-cube routing as discussed above, the path
according to Definition 2, there cannot be another edge of the form must be extended along the port corresponding to the highest dimen-
(Px, Pi). Q.E.D. sion. If this port is free (i.e., it is not being used by any other path), it

, .is selected by the port selector; otherwise, a No-Ports-Available sig-
Proofs of Theorems 4, 5 and 6 can be found In the Appendix. nal is generated, indicating that the path is blocked and a wait is re-

Th 4 bl . h I f d ' , I h I qui red until the port is freed. Specifically, the port selector and
eorem esta IS es a c ass o one- Imenslona ypercyc es l .d t d I f th f II . f t '

.., , , va I a or mo u e per orms e o owIng unc Ions:
(clrculants) of diameter 2, for which deadlock-preventlng routIng can. .,
b bl ' h d Th h I b d ' , . h d b h f h t 1. checks whether the programmed hypercycle configuration IS ad-

e esta IS e .ese ypercyc es can e Istlnguls e y t e act t a, 'bl f d dl k t ' t .
.., , , mlssl e or ea oc -preven Ing rou Ing;

source-destlnatlon paIrs at distance two can be reached either through 2 I 'd t th t d t b ' 'th . 1 bl f.
I h I . k f II d b . I h I . k .f .va I a es e compu e por s y comparIson WI aval a e ree

a maximum engt In o owe y a non-maxlmum- engt In , or, I t .

two maximum-length links are required for the path, then there exist
3 polr St'

th h ' h t d ., d t .f .t . f th ,
, , , .se ec s e Ig es- Imenslone por I I IS ree. o erwlse gener-

two alternate paths which connect the source to the destination. The t ,r P t A .1 bl ' I ' ,
.a es a 1.0 or s val a e signa ;

fact that the paths are composed of a maximum followed by a non- 4 ' I -h th - t t d t dd ' d.signa s wen e nex compu e por a ress IS rea y;

5. informs whether the destination has been reached.



Figure 6: Layaut of the deadlack-preventing router in J .2 11. NTCMOS4S technology.

A VLSI chip implementing the discussed deadlock-preventing rout-
mn Pn mi PI ing strategy for hypercycles has been designed and fabricated using

1.2 IJ.m NTE CMOS4S technology (Figs. 6- 7). The micrograph of the
chip is given in Fig. 5. The designed router is programmable and can

Ecube Ecube be configured for any hypercycle interconnection network with up to
Decoder Decoder 15 nodes per dimension, and up to four dimensions. There is a maxi-

D;men,ion n D;mension I mum of 16 ports. Examples of large deadlock-preventing hypercycles

implementable with this router include the (j iiii with 4096 nodes,

the (jf2 i2 ~ ~ with 2304 nodes, the (jfl i2 ~ ~ with 1584 nodes,

r. r. etc. The chip has 51 pins housed in a 68-pin PGA and it incorporates
/3: /3; 19 624 transistors.

PPn pPJ
Each decision cycle of the hypercycle router is composed of a Load

ECUBE. ECUBE I followed by an Execute phase. During the Load phase, the router is
loaded with the Destination address and the list of available ports. The
Execute phase computes the next port address and outputs it, provided
that the port is free. A No-Ports-Available signal is generated if the

Port Selector and Validator required port is not free, and a Destination-Reached signal is gener-

ated when the present node is indeed the intended message destina-
tion.

The Load phase requires two clock cycles (one each to load the
available ports and the destination), while the Execute phase requires
four clock cycles for a total of six clock cycles per decision.

A II bl R It N t p rt N p rt AI bl E ~- D I I The chip was characterized by a worst-case propagation delay ofva a a asu ox o o o s VOIO o cu- .sInaIon
Ports Roady Add,... (BroaklWaitSignal Roachod 78 ns. The propagation delay is defined as the time between the onset

of the load phase and the time at which the port number appears at the

Figure S: Block diagram of the deadlock-preventing router.
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output. Because of the large propagation delay incurred at the output known graphs including the n-cube, toruses, k-ary n-cubes, rings, etc.
pads, the load phase can be overlapped with the output phase of the
previous decision cycle, with a commensurate decrease in the latency Although these graphs are not the densest possible, they are attrac-
to 62 ns. tive because of their simple routing. Since the node addresses are rep-

resented in a mixed radix as a sequence of n-digits, each one of these
The deadlock-preventing router discussed in this section will form digits is processed independently and in parallel with the remaining

part of a routing engine capable of being configured for a number of digits. Thus the hardware involved in the routing can be made fast
hypercycles and a variety of routing policies. The structure of such a (because of the parallelism) and simple (since each module need only
routing engine is depicted in Fig. 8. It comprises a controller, a crossbar, handle arithmetic modmj, as compared to arithmetic mod mlm2...mr,
an interface and a number of routers. The controller intercepts messages needed when all the address digits are necessary, as is the case with
arriving at the routing engine either from the local node or the neigh- such networks as the chordal rings [19] or the cube connected cycles
bours. It extracts the destination from the header of the message and [20]).
passes it to one of the routers, which will compute the port through
which the message is to be forwarded. Then the controller configures the We have established a deadlock-preventing routing strategy for a
switch to effect the connection prescribed by the router. Observe that the subclass of the hypercycles and presented a deadlock-preventing
existence of a number of different routers (i.e., backtracking [21], dead- router, which has been fabricated. We are currently developing a
lock preventing, etc.) allows the use of the most appropriate routing programmable routing engine for hypercycles which will incorporate
policy based on the traffic characteristics. a variety of routing strategies and be configurable for a large class of

hypercycle topologies.
V. Conclusions and discussion

Appendix
In this work, we presented the hypercycles, a class of multidimen-

sional graphs which are essentially generalizations of several well- A. Proof of Theorem 4
Since m = 4p, one can number the nodes of this hypercycle as {0, 1,

..., p -1, p, p + 1, ..., 2p -1, 2p, 2p + 1, ..., 4p -1 }. Now partition these
D D D D D D D D D D D D D D nodes into pgroups of four nodes each, as follows: ga={kp+a;k=O,

D ~ D 1,2,3} a = 0, 1,2, ..., p- 1. Observe that {kp + a + p} mod 4p =
D ~ vailable Ports D {(k + 1) p + a} mod 4p e ga. Thus, every node in each group ga can

Control Address Decoder Register be reached from any other node in the same group, with a path that

D D consists entirely of nodes in ga. Therefore, for routing purposes, (j mP

D 1 .! R~..'r 3 i 41 D can be partioned in p groups, each of which is closed under the

I Register:nanks I hypercycle routing, and each can be mapped onto (j 14 (kp + a ~ k),

D : I : D for which it has been proven (Theorem 1) that the odd/even routing is
D 1 I 2 : 3 I 4 D deadlock-preventing.

D N I
t P t G I t I D For routes which originate at a node in one of the groups and termi-

ex or ener~ or ,
h b h " II . An b . D and Ecube Decoder Modules I D nate at a node In anot er group, o serve t e J.o owIng. y ar Itrary

I I: node in the graph belongs to a specific group, ga, or is directly acces-
D 1 : 2 I 3 I 4 D sible from a node in this group. Indeed, a node n can be written as n =
D I I D kp+x=(kp+x)modm=(kp+a+(x-a))modm;O~a~p-l.

D
~ utPUt [;; ~:Iidator & Selector-~ort Validator & Selector D Since ° ~ x ~ p- 1, therefore -(p -1) ~ x -a ~ p- 1, and thus node

egister Module n is directly accessible from node kp + a e ga. Also, since m = 4p, the
D D diameter of (jmP is 2. Thus, routes which connect nodes belonging to

D D D D D D D D D D D D D D two different groups, ga and ga', comprise either one link or two links:

one of maximum length p (within the group containing the node of
...origin), followed by a link of length less than p. Thus the argumenta-Figure 7: The floor plan of the routerdep'ctedInF,g.6, . d .. Th 2 I '

II QEDtlon use In provIng eorem app les as we. ...

From Local To Local Node To Neighboring B. Proof of Theorem 5
Node Nodes Assume that there is a cycle present in the dependence graph. Name

I t 1'1'1' l' the sequence of partial paths which form the cycle as Pi; i = 0, 1, 2,
Jt.Jt.Jt .Jt ..., k, such that Pj, Lj ~ 0. Since this sequence of partial paths forms a

Ports cycle, therefore 'v'131j e Lj , such that lj e P(i + I) mod k. Observe now

that because of the generalized e-cube routing, a link of a higher di-
mension cannot be allocated unless all the lower-dimensioned links

Controller required have been allocated. Thus lj < l(i + I) mod k; i = 0, 1, ..., k. But

this is a contradiction because of the transitivity and strict ordering of
the relation < .Q.E.D.

SWITCH
C. Proof of Theorem 6

In a similar manner to that employed in Theorem 5, assume that
there is a cycle in the corresponding dependence graph. Then, there
will be a sequence of partial paths, Pi, i = 0, 1, 2, ..., k, such that Pi,

~ Li ~ 0 and 'v'131j e Lj , such that lj e P(i + I) mod k.

~ ~
~ ~ j Observe now that because of the generalized e-cube routing, one

-~ '8 ~ cannot allocate a link to a partial path unless all the required links of a
~1 ~e. lower or equal dimension have been allocated. Thus, lj ~ irj+ l)modk;
~ a i = 0, 1, ..., k. This implies that all the requested links must lie at the

same dimension. Thus, one can form a cycle in the dependence graph,
F. 8 .,.L .r h ' , consisting of portions of the partial paths relevant to this dimension.

19ure : .ne structure oJ t e routIng engme.
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